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ABSTRACT:
TIANDITU (Map World) is the public version of the National Platform for Common Geospatial Information Service, and the travelling channel is TIANDITU-based geographic information platform for travelling service. With the development of tourism, traditional ways for providing travelling information cannot meet the needs of travelers. As such, the travelling channel of TIANDITU focuses on providing travel information abundantly and precisely, which integrated the geographic information data of TIANDITU Version 2.0 and the authoritative information resources from China National Tourism Administration. Furthermore, the channel aims at achieving services integration of travelling information and system functions of geographic information for travelling are also proposed via diagram in this part. Then several key technologies were discussed, including the travelling information integration for main node and among nodes, general architecture design and management system for travelling channel, web portals and system interface. From the perspective of main technologies, this part describes how TIANDITU travelling channel can realize various functions and reach the requirements from different users. Finally, three application examples about travelling information query were listed shortly. The functions and search results are shown clearly in this part. In all, TIANDITU-based geographic information system for travelling service aimed to integrate the travelling information resources from national, provincial and municipal levels, and finally realized to provide “one stop” travelling service for users in the end.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the vital strategic information resources, geographic information plays a significant role in government decision, industrial development and people’s livelihood[1]. Recently, the demand for web geographic information services is growing from the public and all levels of government, which is authoritative and reliable. According to demand above, TIANDITU realized interconnection and collaborative service of geographic information resources from different levels (national, provincial and municipal level), which bases common geographic frame data of globalization, chooses web map and geographic information services as presentation pattern.

TIANDITU is the public version of National Platform for Common GeoSpatial Information Services, which runs in network environment, includes geoinformation data system, service system, and server cluster system. And it can provide geoinformation for users by web portals and second development interface[2]. So TIANDITU changes the way of offering off-line information services before, now surveying and mapping geographic information department have realized provide online information services since TIANDITU released[3].

In recent years, domestic researchers conduct amount of researches and practices on the application of TIANDITU, such as earthquake information release[4] and etc. These researches, however, focus on functions of map operation, data collection and data query. TIANDITU travelling channel collects travelling geographic information and realized integrated management, and carry out the development and design of the channel. And the construction of travelling channel aims at achieving services integration of travelling information resources from national, provincial and municipal level, and finally providing travelling “one stop” service of geographic information for users.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

With the development of tourism industry, traditional travelling websites cannot meet the needs for travelers. The travelling plan for routes, services and other information becomes increasingly important. Thus, a travelling information platform which include reliable travelling information, attractions information and travelling map information is necessary. To construct an efficient information platform is one of the goals for TIANDITU’s travelling channel.

2.1 General Design

The progress of system construction consist of the steps for channel development design, travelling geographic information collection, travelling data processing and etc, and it describes the whole progress of system construction. The detailed steps of system construction described in Figure 1.
Spatial information service integration is in the SOA application environment. The integration service of TIANDITU travelling channel is one of the spatial information service integration. It assembles existing map data, travelling thematic data and government information based on new logic, and finally realizes multi-services.

### 2.2 Database Design

Various kinds of travelling information can realize integration via position matching and code management. In order to highlight characteristic travelling services, the data content will be refined, classified, separated layers.

#### 2.2.1 Travelling Geoinformation

Travelling information content mainly included scenic spots, scenic area information, transportation information, hotel information, recreation information, shopping information, culture characteristic information and travelling characteristic information. And the details show in Figure 2. And the scenic spots and scenic area information is the importation information for service integration in TIANDITU main node.

#### 2.2.2 Travelling data type information

Data types of travelling information mainly include scenic spot, scenic area coordinate point information, pictures, videos, audios, scenic area introduction, scenic area remote sensing image, 3D model and etc. And some detailed address information is the foundation of spatialization display.

### 2.3 Travelling Channel Design Base on TIANDITU

TIANDITU travelling channel is the tourism geoinformation service platform based on TIANDITU Version 2.0. The channel has employed data from National Administration of Surveying,
Mapping and Geoinformation, China National Tourism Administration, and TIANDITU Co., LTD.

The functions which developed based on the travelling channel design can be classified to the basic functions and extended functions. Firstly, the basic functions consist of travelling geoinformation scan, travelling information query and retrieves, travelling map services, travelling routes selection and the travelling information spatial analysis, that are the foundation of the channel. Secondly, the extended functions further add some characteristic travelling services. The functions are formed by travelling scene simulation, traveling service customization, travelling information upload and release, which are characteristic for travelers.

3. KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF SYSTEM DESIGN

The system design involves several key technologies of system design which ensure the travelling channel works well. In the system design, the travelling geoinformation data integration and processing on main node or among nodes, the travelling channel general architecture design, the management system design, web portals and system interface effect important role in the channel.

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The points introduced in this paper has practiced in TIANDITU web portal, the results shows that the methods are feasible and efficient. Travelling channel integrates the travelling resources from National Administration of Surveying, Mapping and Geoinformation, China National Tourism Administration, and TIANDITU Co., LTD. It collects information more than twenty thousand attractions, and combines with TIANDITU public map service platform, to provide attractions information services such as information query, spatial distribution display and detailed introduction. The travelling query results shows in Figure3.

Figure 3: Search Results of TIANDITU for Travelling

5. CONCLUSION

TIANDITU-based geographic information system for travelling service has a positive effect on develop TIANDITU’s service content, scopes and fields. And the functions and using rate also developed. Now it plays an important part in supporting tourism management, government decision making and public services. And the geoinformation resources in the tourism effects momentous role.
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